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Decision of Administrative Law Judge: Affirmed.

OPINION AND ORDER

The claimant appeals an administrative law judge’s

opinion filed December 8, 2017.  The administrative law

judge found that the claimant failed to prove she

sustained a compensable injury to her neck or cervical

spine.  After reviewing the entire record de novo, the

Full Commission finds that the claimant did not prove by 

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a

compensable injury to her neck.  
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I.  HISTORY

The record indicates that Emma Pina, now age 52,

became employed with Wal-Mart in about 2004.  The

claimant sought medical treatment in September 2011 for

complaints of “severe pain - neck radiating down to

back.”  An APN assessed “Anxiety disorder” and “Muscle

spasms.”  An APN assessed “Neck pain or cervicalgia” in

August 2013.  

The claimant contends that she sustained a

compensable injury to her neck on September 1, 2016. 

The respondents’ attorney questioned the claimant at a

deposition included of record:

Q.  How did you get hurt on September 1, 2016?

A.  Well, I don’t remember very well....I hit
myself here, but I don’t know if I was
walking, if I was pulling a box.  I just know
that I got hit, and when I felt the blow, I’d
been hit.  

Q.  What symptoms did you have immediately
after the accident?

A.  At that moment, I felt like I was
floating.  Like I was on a cloud.  Like it
didn’t hurt....

Q.  What did you hurt?

A.  Nothing hurt.    

According to the record, the claimant signed an

Associate Incident Report on September 1, 2016, which
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report indicated that the claimant had injured her

“Upper left eye.”  The claimant treated at Mercy

Hospital Northwest Arkansas on September 2, 2016: 

“Patient states that she is having some head pain over

the last 2 hours after hitting her head at work.  She is

also complaining of a laceration to the right eyebrow.” 

A physical examination showed, “Head is with contusion

and with laceration.”  A physician performed a

“Laceration Repair” and it was reported, “I do not

believe patient has any serious problems tonight.  She

may have a concussion with her nausea

complaints....Patient’s vital signs are appropriate for

discharge.  Patient states she understands her diagnosis

and is ready to go home.”  The diagnosis was

“Concussion, without loss of consciousness, initial

encounter (Primary).  Eyebrow laceration, right, initial

encounter.”    

Dr. Konstantin V. Berestnev examined the claimant

at Arkansas Occupational Health Clinic on or about

September 2, 2016:

Patient states that she bent over to pick up
carton and her coworker whistled causing her
to turn and hit her head on the fork lift. 
Patient states that she has been feeling dizzy
and nauseous.  Patient [was] seen at Mercy
hospital and they glued her eyebrow....Emma’s
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primary problem is laceration located in the
forehead....

Dr. Berestnev diagnosed “1.  Contusion of

unspecified part of head, initial encounter.  2. 

Laceration without foreign body of other part of head,

subsequent encounter.  3.  Encounter for immunization.”

The claimant signed a Form AR-N, Employee’s Notice

Of Injury, on September 6, 2016.  It was typed on the

Form AR-N that the injury was “Laceration of left side

of forehead....I bent down to up (sic) cardboard,

someone honked close and I jumped and turned.” 

The claimant followed up at Arkansas Occupational

Health Clinic on September 7, 2016.  Amanda Bell, NP

reported, “The patient is seen today for continued

complaints of dizziness and headaches, and the patient

is reporting her ‘whole body hurting’ (via Spanish

interpreter).  Patient reports developing soreness to

her neck today....Neurologic exam is normal....Due to

the patient’s continued complaints of dizziness and

headaches, I am requesting a head CT for tomorrow.”  A

CT of the claimant’s head was taken on September 8,

2016, with the impression, “Normal noncontrast head CT.”

Dr. Berestnev reported on September 9, 2016,

“Emma’s primary problem is pain, injury, laceration
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located in the head....Emma’s secondary problem is pain

located in the neck.”  Dr. Berestnev’s physical

examination showed, “Neck: Pain to palpation is not

present.  The neck examination is normal.  A deformity

is not present.  Nodularity is not present.  Range of

motion is normal.  Torticollis is not present.  Pain on

motion is not present over the neck....Head CT was

normal.  Recommend PT to the neck.”  Dr. Berestnev

diagnosed “1.  Contusion of unspecified part of head,

subsequent encounter.  2.  Laceration without foreign

body of other part of head, subsequent encounter.  3. 

Encounter for immunization.”

The claimant treated at Lee Physical Therapy

beginning September 15, 2016.  A physical therapist

noted at that time, “Pt bent over to pick up a box. 

Someone whistled and she jerked up and rotated her head

in that direction and hit her head on a fork lift. 

Primary Concern/Chief Complaint: Pt complains of

frequent headaches in the back of her head, poor

equilibrium, and pain along both sides of her neck (L>R)

and in upper traps....Pt has a cervical strain/sprain

resulting from a contusion to the head.  She seems to be

experiencing some post-concussive problems such as
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decreased equilibrium and decreasing ability to

concentrate.”  

Dr. Berestnev eventually referred the claimant to

Dr. Michael W. Morse, who reported on November 30, 2016,

“This 46 year old female presents for Headache,

Dizziness and Neckpain.”  Dr. Morse examined the

claimant and assessed the following: “The patient had a

mild closed head injury 9-1-16.  There was no LOC.  She

has a variety of symptoms that do not fit with this

injury.  Her exam shows functional weakness and sensory

loss.  Her CT was normal.  She does not have any organic

neurological injury.  She is at MMI and there is no

impairment.  She is released to return to normal

activities without restrictions.”

The claimant testified that she did not work for

the respondents after about November 30, 2016.  Lucy

Jones, APRN examined the claimant at Mission Family

Practice on December 12, 2016 and assessed “Cervicalgia. 

X-ray shows degenerative changes in the cervical spine.” 

Lucy Jones also assessed “Dizziness” and “Neuropathy.”   

Joan McDonald, APN saw the claimant on March 14,

2017 and noted, “Neck pain for several months, she

believes this onset 2 weeks after she had a head injury
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at work which was diagnosed as a concussion.  Has had

numerous x-rays and no abnormalities reported except

from the chiropractor which showed problems with facets

when her neck was turned.  She has been going to the

chiropractor but treatment is too expensive.  When she

lifts or does activity she has more pain in her neck. 

She has been seen for occupational health and has had

physical therapy.  She has had a CT scan of her brain

and it is reported to be normal.”  Joan McDonald

assessed “1.  Abnormal sensation” and “2.  Muscle spasms

of head AND/OR neck.”  

Dr. Miles M. Johnson provided a Neurological

Evaluation/Electrodiagnostic Report on March 20, 2017:

The patient is a 51-year-old right-handed
Latin American female who states she was
injured on the job at Wal-Mart warehouse in
September 2016 when she was hit on the head by
a metal clamp.  She states she had head
injury/concussion.  She states that since this
time she has had neck pain associated with
upper extremity pain, numbness, and tingling. 
The numbness and tingling continuously involve
the hands and upper extremities....

ASSESSMENT: Normal electrodiagnostic study of
the bilateral upper extremities.  There is no
electrodiagnostic evidence of radiculopathy,
plexopathy, generalized peripheral neuropathy,
or peripheral nerve entrapment syndrome or
injury.  Specifically, no evidence of carpal
tunnel syndrome.

An MRI of the claimant’s cervical spine was taken
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on March 21, 2017.  Dr. James B. Blankenship gave the

following impression: 

1.  Slight kyphotic angulation secondary to
disk space degeneration at C5-C6.  
2.  Spondylotic ridging with right-sided
foraminal narrowing with annular fissuring at
C4-C5.  
3.  Midline annular fissure with a disk bulge
and spondylosis at C3-C4.
4.  Coronal plane imbalance with clockwise
rotation at C5-C6 and C6-C7 of approximately
five degrees.  
5.  Left-sided foraminal narrowing secondary
to spondylosis at C5-C6.

Dr. Blankenship reported on April 3, 2017:

The patient is in today for evaluation of her
pain.  She complains of neck pain that
radiates to the left shoulder and left scapula
and mid scapula.  Her pain goes down her left
upper extremity down the posterior aspect and
stops just above her elbow....She states that
she has a constant headache....Her pain
started on September 01, 2016, at work when
she was involved in an injury picking up a
piece of cardboard and she came up and hit her
head.  She did suffer a concussion and cut her
forehead.  She states that her neck pain and
arm pain, however, did not start until several
days after the injury.  She had no history of
neck problems prior to that....

Ms. Pina’s chief complaint is neck pain.  She
has neck, mid scapular and proximal left upper
extremity pain.  The patient did 12 visits of
physical therapy at Occupational Health with
no significant relief.  She had two IM
cortisone injections.  She states that she was
picking up a piece of cardboard and came up
and hit her head.  She had a concussion and a
cut and the pain started several days after
this.  This was in September of last year. 
The patient’s general neurologic examination
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is unremarkable.  She did do physical therapy,
which seemed to be fairly appropriate to last
year but she finished in early November.  Her
MRI demonstrates asymmetrical narrowing of the
neural exit foramina on the left-hand side at
C5-C6.  The C4-C5 level demonstrates midline
annular fissure as well as some annular
fissuring out laterally on the right.  Minimal
disc bulging is noted at C3-C4 and at C2-C3. 
The C6-C7 disk space demonstrates some mild
spondylosis.  

Dr. Blankenship’s impression included “1. 

Cervicalgia.  2.  Spondylosis without myelopathy or

radiculopathy, cervical region.  3.  Other cervical disc

displacement at C5-C6 level.  4.  Other cervical disc

degeneration at C5-C6 level.  5.  Postural kyphosis,

cervicothoracic region.”  Dr. Blankenship planned, “I

have told her that although she does have some foraminal

narrowing with the majority of her neck pain being

mechanical, I have recommended that we get a little more

aggressive with her conservative treatment plan before

any potential discussion of cervical intervention.”  Dr.

Blankenship adjusted the claimant’s medication and

planned injection treatment with an “active therapeutic

program.”  The claimant treated at Trinity

Rehabilitation, Inc. beginning April 5, 2017.    

A pre-hearing order was filed on April 5, 2017. 

According to the pre-hearing order, the claimant
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contended that she was “entitled to receive treatment

for her neck injury.  The claimant reserves all other

issues.”  The respondents contended that the claimant

“did not sustain a compensable injury other than a

superficial laceration to her left eyebrow.”  

The parties agreed to litigate the following

issues:

1.  Whether the claimant sustained a
compensable injury to her neck on September 1,
2016.  
2.  Whether the claimant is entitled to
medical treatment.

The parties deposed Dr. Blankenship on August 21,

2017.  Dr. Blankenship testified that he first began

treating the claimant on April 3, 2017.  The

respondents’ attorney questioned Dr. Blankenship:

Q.  Did you perform an examination of Ms.
Pina?

A.  Yes.

Q.  And what were your findings?

A.  At that time, her neurologic examination
was unremarkable; that is, she did not have
any neurologic deficits.  Her MRI and plain
radiographs showed some malalignment and also
some narrowing of the neural exit foramens on
that left-hand side along with, I believe, an
annular fissure or tear in the lining around
the disc space at 4 or 5, if I remember
correctly....

Q.  Can you tell us, Doctor, about the
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findings reflected on the MRI as to whether
those were the type of findings which were
necessarily due to a specific traumatic event
as opposed to a chronic, ongoing process?

A.  The annular fissure that was noted at C4-5
is typically associated with trauma, not disc
space degeneration.  The alignment issues that
she had could be either/or.  In this
situation, based on her clinical history of
pain originating in association with the event
is really more of a - causation really goes
more to history than it does anything else,
but the annular fissure that I noted on her
MRI would be more consistent with trauma than
degeneration.  

Q.  As far as timing of the trauma, is there
any way for you to determine when that trauma
might have occurred, other than relying upon
Ms. Pina’s history or other medical records?

A.  That would be the only way to do it, as
part of her clinical history, yes, sir.  

Dr. Blankenship testified that the claimant had

“failed conservative measures,” and that he recommended

an “anterior cervical discectomy and fusion at C4-5 and

C5-6.”  The record does not indicate that the claimant

underwent surgery.        

After a hearing, an administrative law judge filed

an opinion on December 8, 2017.  The administrative law

judge found that the claimant failed to prove she

sustained a compensable injury.  The claimant appeals to

the Full Commission.  
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II.  ADJUDICATION

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(Repl. 2012) provides,

in pertinent part:

(A) “Compensable injury” means:
(i) An accidental injury causing internal or
external physical harm to the body ... arising
out of and in the course of employment and
which requires medical services or results in
disability or death.  An injury is
“accidental” only if it is caused by a
specific incident and is identifiable by time
and place of occurrence[.]

A compensable injury must be established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D)(Repl. 2012).  “Objective findings”

are those findings which cannot come under the voluntary

control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(16)(A)(i)(Repl. 2012).  Objective medical evidence

is necessary to establish the existence and extent of an

injury, but it is not essential to establish the causal

relationship between the injury and the job.  Wal-Mart

Stores, Inc. v. Leach, 74 Ark. App. 231, 48 S.W.3d 540

(2001), citing Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. VanWagner, 337

Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999).    

The employee has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a

compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-
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102(4)(E)(i)(Repl. 2012).  Preponderance of the evidence

means the evidence having greater weight or convincing

force.  Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81

Ark. App. 269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “2.  The claimant has failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a

compensable injury to her neck or cervical spine on

September 1, 2016.”  The administrative law judge did

not analyze or even cite any portion of the controlling

statute, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl. 2012),

supra, in finding that the claimant did not prove she

sustained a compensable injury.  Nevertheless, the Full

Commission reviews an administrative law judge’s opinion

de novo, and it is the duty of the Full Commission to

conduct its own fact-finding independent of that done by

the administrative law judge.  Crawford v. Pace Indus.,

55 Ark. App. 60, 929 S.W.2d 727 (1996).  The Full

Commission makes its own findings in accordance with the

preponderance of the evidence.  Tyson Foods, Inc. v.

Watkins, 31 Ark. App. 230, 792 S.W.2d 348 (1990).

The Full Commission finds that the claimant did not

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she
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sustained a compensable injury to her neck on

September 1, 2016.  The record indicates that the

claimant sustained a laceration to her forehead as the

result of an accidental injury occurring September 1,

2016.  The record indicates that the claimant’s head was

struck as the result of an accident involving a

forklift.  The claimant treated at Mercy Hospital on

September 2, 2016.  The diagnosis at that time was

“Concussion, without loss of consciousness, initial

encounter (Primary).  Eyebrow laceration, right initial

encounter.”  A physician performed a “Laceration

Repair.”  The evidence does not demonstrate that the

claimant injured her neck on September 1, 2016.  

Dr. Berestnev’s diagnosis on September 2, 2016 was

“Contusion” and “Laceration” to the head.  Dr. Berestnev

did not report that the claimant also injured her neck

as a result of the forklift accident.  The claimant

signed a Form AR-N, Employee’s Notice Of Injury, on

September 6, 2016.  It was typed on the Form AR-N that

the extent of injury was “Laceration of left side of

forehead.”  The claimant did not report that she also

injured her neck.  A nurse practitioner noted on

September 7, 2016 regarding the claimant, “Whole body
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hurting,” and that claimant was “developing soreness to

her neck today.”  There is no probative evidence of

record demonstrating that the “soreness” in the

claimant’s neck reported on September 7, 2016 was

causally related to the September 1, 2016 accidental

injury.  Dr. Berestnev noted on September 9, 2016,

“Emma’s secondary problem is pain located in the neck.” 

Dr. Berestnev reported, however, that “The neck

examination is normal.”  

The Full Commission recognizes the physical

therapist’s notation on September 15, 2016, “Pt has a

cervical strain/sprain resulting from a contusion to the

head.”  The determination of the credibility and weight

to be given a witness’s testimony is within the sole

province of the Commission.  Murphy v. Forsgren, Inc.,

99 Ark. App. 223, 258 S.W.3d 794 (2007).  The Commission

is not required to believe the testimony of the claimant

or any other witness, but may accept and translate into

findings of fact only those portions of the testimony it

deems worthy of belief.  Farmers Co-op v. Biles, 77 Ark.

App. 1, 69 S.W.3d 899 (2002).  In the present matter,

the Full Commission finds that the therapist’s notation

of “cervical strain/sprain” was based on an inaccurate
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history provided by the claimant which was not credible. 

We therefore attach minimal evidentiary weight to the

therapist’s report of cervical strain/sprain.  The

evidence does not demonstrate that the claimant

sustained a cervical strain or sprain on September 1,

2016.    

Dr. Morse examined the claimant and reported on

November 30, 2016 that the claimant “had a mild closed

head injury 9-1-16....She is at MMI and there is no

impairment.”  Dr. Morse did not report that the claimant

sustained a neck injury on September 1, 2016.  The Full

Commission recognizes that the claimant began treating

with Dr. Blankenship on or about April 3, 2017.  Dr.

Blankenship interpreted a cervical MRI taken March 21,

2017 to show, among other things, an “annular fissure”

and disc bulging.  Dr. Blankenship testified that the

“annular fissure” was “more consistent with trauma than

degeneration.” 

It is within the Commission’s province to weigh all

the medical evidence and to determine what is most

credible.  Minnesota Mining & Mfg. v. Baker, 337 Ark.

94, 989 S.W.2d 151 (1999).  In the present matter, the

Full Commission attaches minimal evidentiary weight to
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Dr. Blankenship’s conclusion that the claimant sustained

an “annular fissure” in her cervical strain as a result

of trauma on September 1, 2016.  The record in the

present matter instead shows that the claimant sustained

a laceration to her forehead as well as a mild

concussion or contusion as diagnosed by Dr. Berestnev. 

The evidence does not demonstrate that the claimant also

injured her neck on September 1, 2016.  We attach

significant evidentiary weight to Dr. Morse’s opinion

that the claimant reached maximum medical improvement no

later than November 30, 2016.  

The Full Commission finds that the claimant did not

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she

sustained a compensable injury to her neck.  The

claimant did not prove that she sustained an accidental

injury causing internal or external physical harm to her

neck.  The claimant did not prove that she sustained a

compensable injury to her neck which arose out of and in

the course of employment or which required medical

services.  The claimant did not prove that she sustained

a compensable injury to her neck which was caused by a

specific incident or was identifiable by time and place

of occurrence on September 1, 2016.       
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After reviewing the entire record de novo, the Full

Commission affirms the administrative law judge’s

finding that the claimant did not prove she sustained a

compensable injury to her neck or cervical spine on

September 1, 2016.  The claim is therefore respectfully

denied and dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.          

SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

CHRISTOPHER L. PALMER, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the record in this

claim, I dissent from the majority opinion finding that

the claimant did not prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she sustained a compensable injury to her

neck.

For the claimant to establish a compensable

injury as a result of a specific incident, the following

requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl.

2002), must be established: (1) proof by a preponderance
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of the evidence of an injury arising out of and in the

course of employment; (2) proof by a preponderance of

the evidence that the injury caused internal or external

physical harm to the body which required medical

services or resulted in disability or death; (3) medical

evidence supported by objective findings, as defined in

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(D), establishing the

injury; and (4) proof by a preponderance of the evidence

that the injury was caused by a specific incident and is

identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  Mikel v.

Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938

S.W.2d 876 (1997).

I find that the claimant sustained a

compensable injury to her cervical spine.  The

claimant’s injury was an accidental injury.  The

claimant testified that she injured her cervical spine

on September 1, 2016 when she struck her head on a

machine similar to a forklift.  The injury to the

cervical spine did not manifest itself immediately, but

neck pain was noted in the medical records of Arkansas

Occupational Health Clinic beginning on September 7,

2016.  Also, the injury was an internal or external

physical injury.  Dr. Blankenship diagnosed the claimant
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with an annular fissure at the C4-5 level.

Additionally, the injury arose out of and in

the course of employment.  It is undisputed that the

claimant was involved in a workplace accident on

September 1, 2016 and suffered a facial laceration and a

concussion.  It was during this same work accident that

the claimant also sustained an injury to her cervical

spine.  

If the claimant’s disability arises soon after

the accident and is logically attributable to it, with

nothing to suggest any other explanation for the

employee’s condition, we may say without hesitation that

there is no substantial evidence to sustain the refusal

to make an award.  Hall v. Pittman Constr. Co., 235 Ark.

104, 357 S.W.2d 263 (1962).  As noted above, the

claimant began complaining of neck pain just six days

after the work accident.  There was no evidence offered

that the claimant’s neck injury was a result of anything

other than her workplace accident.  Finally, Dr.

Blankenship attributes the claimant’s objective findings

to trauma.

Further, the claimant’s cervical spine injury

required medical services.  The claimant received
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medical treatment in the form of prescription

medication, injections, and physical therapy.  Dr.

Blankenship has also recommended that the claimant

undergo an anterior cervical discectomy and fusion at

C4-5 and C5-6.

Finally, there is medical evidence supported

by objective findings that the claimant sustained a

cervical spine injury.  The objective findings are noted

as, “[s]pondylotic ridging with right-sided foraminal

narrowing with annular fissuring at C4-C5" and revealed

by MRI on March 21, 2017.  Dr. Blankenship testified in

his deposition that “[t]he annular fissure that was at

C4-5 is typically associated with trauma, not disc space

degeneration.”  Dr. Blankenship went on to opine, “[i]n

this situation, based on her clinical history of pain

originating in association with the event is really more

of a - causation really goes more to history than it

does anything else, but the annular fissure that I noted

on her MRI would be more consistent with trauma than

with degeneration.” 

Therefore, based on the aforementioned, I find

that the claimant has established by a preponderance of

the evidence that she sustained a compensable cervical
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spine injury by specific incident on September 1, 2016.

For the foregoing reasons, I dissent from the

majority opinion.

PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


